
How retailers can improve 
sales and brand 
relationships during the 
Coronavirus pandemic
A survey of 2,000+ UK consumers on their 
pandemic shopping behaviours and how they 
feel Retail Choreography tools can help.



Introduction 
On the 25th of September, 2020, Qudini ran a consumer survey to 
2,000 British shoppers to better understand how they were 
interacting with stores during the Coronavirus era, what concerns 
they had, which health and customer experience initiatives they 
most appreciated and what they felt would drive them to visit 
stores and to spend more money within them.

The second part of our survey paid particular attention to 
understanding consumer sentiments around retailers’ use of Retail 
Choreography tools to offer: host managed waiting experiences, 
virtual queuing, contactless collection services and in-store and 
virtual appointments offerings.

At the time of the survey, the second wave of national Coronavirus 
cases were just starting to exponentially increase and, at the start 
of the week, the UK government announced a few new measures 
to increase public safety including: restaurant and shop staff were 
required to wear masks, restaurants, bars and pubs were required 
to close by 10pm and no more than six people from separate 
households were allowed to meet indoors or outside. 

UK weather had also taken a turn for the worst, with much of the 
country experiencing average temperatures of 12 degrees Celsius 
and lows between 5 and 8 degrees.

(We have a separate October 21 report for the USA retail industry.)

Our survey responses were broken down by:

In some questions we queried specific attitudes around the following 
types of stores

• Banks / building societies
• Pharmacies
• Grocery stores
• Phone stores
• Electronics stores
• Car dealerships
• Opticians / eyewear stores
• Luxury fashion / product stores
• Make-up / skincare stores
• Fashion / clothing stores
• Homeware / furniture stores
• DIY stores
• Mum / children / toy stores

• Book stores
• Travel agencies
• Estate agencies
• Pet stores
• Sportswear stores
• Cycle stores
• Department stores
• Jewellery stores
• Shoe stores
• Garden centres
• Health food stores
• Shopping malls
• Lingerie stores
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Executive Summary
Our survey also found contracting Covid-19 was the top concern amongst 
consumers when waiting in queues, followed by poor weather conditions, lack 
of certainty and information, lack of comfort and time wasted, with consumers 
prepared to wait an average of 9.75 minutes before walking out of store.

Retailers that deploy Retail Choreography software solutions, including in-store 
appointments, contactless collection services, host managed waiting 
experiences, virtual queuing systems and virtual appointments, stand to gain 
significantly through improved sales and brand relationships across channels. 

This is particularly prevalent amongst Millennial and GenZ customers where an 
average of 77% state that the solutions would positively impact their 
interactions with retailers in one or more of the following ways:
• 17% would be more likely to buy something in-store.
• 17% would be move likely to shop with the retailer online.
• 22% would be more likely to visit the retailer in the first place.
• 20% would be more likely to tell their friends about the retailer.

Overall, these insights show Millennial and GenZ customers want and expect 
more digital ways of being managed, and the benefit of doing so for retailers is 
great. By not offering these tools, retailers are only accommodating to the 
expectations of their previous Baby Boomer customers, who have significantly 
lower digital experience expectations.

While Baby Boomers often voice their complaints or concerns in-store, GenZ
consumers tend to complain online, so the risks are higher, but if the experience 
is done right, the upsides are also more significant in terms of potential revenue 
across channels and lasting brand relevance.

Our survey of 2,000 Britons found the majority (64%) of consumers are 
still avoiding stores, especially:
• Consumers from higher income households.
• Millennial and GenZ consumers.
• Female consumers.

Health concerns are the main reasons stopping 69% of consumers from
visiting stores, followed by increased use of online shopping (41%) and 
financial concerns (31%). 

When consumers do visit stores, they are less willing to queue and more 
likely to walkout without making a purchase. Before Covid-19, 83% of 
consumers admitted to walking out of stores without buying anything 
because of queues and waits for service; during the pandemic, half (48%) 
of consumers said they are even more likely to do so.

Millennial and GenZ consumers are 1.7 times more likely than Baby 
Boomers to walkout of stores without buying something because of 
queues and waits, while higher income households are 2-3 times more 
likely than lower income earners. Females are also slightly more likely 
than males.

This is of particular concern for retailers who are targeting higher income 
household earners, younger generations and female consumers (often the 
highest spending demographics), as they are missing out on potential 
revenue. They also run the risk of losing out on repeat business, with 
61% of consumers agreeing with the statement “A long waiting 
experience would make me less likely to return to a retailer”.
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Our survey found that the majority (64%) of 
customers are avoiding stores, with 
retailers’ key high value consumer groups 
being most likely to avoid stores including; 
women, higher household income groups 
and Millennial and GenZ customers. 

Responses to: “When stores have been open, have you been trying to 
avoid them as a result of the Coronavirus outbreak?”

Overall By generation

By gender By household income 
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Who is avoiding stores 
and to what extent?



As one might expect, health concerns are cited as the 
main reason for avoiding stores by 69% of consumers 
followed by increased use of online shopping (41%) and 
financial concerns (31%). 

While all age groups are increasing their use of online 
shopping channels equally, financial concerns and, 
interestingly, environmental consciousness has proved 
greatest amongst GenZ consumers and lower 
household income groups. 

Overall reasons for visiting stores less than before

Generational reasons for visiting stores less than before
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Our report broke down which types of stores 
customers are visiting less to find that food and 
health associated retail stores are avoided less 
whereas fashion stores and stores with higher 
priced goods are avoided more.

Overall changes in shopping behaviours by type of store
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Which types of stores are being avoided?



When it comes to visiting stores, customers’ biggest concerns are getting 
too close to other people (54%), other people not wearing masks (52%), 
touching products that other people have touched (43%) and queuing
(36%).

25% are concerned about having to wear masks themselves, half that of 
those concerned about others not wearing masks.

25% are concerned about the idea of having to queue outside of stores 
and 18% are concerned about queuing inside of stores. 

What concerns/bothers customers most about shopping in 
stores during the Coronavirus pandemic

These insights suggest that retailers who address these top concerns and 
prioritise customer health could increase customer confidence and drive 
more footfall to their stores.
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What concerns people about shopping 
in stores in the Coronavirus era?



Accordingly, the health and hygiene measures that 
customers most appreciate in order of priority are hand 
sanitiser stations (42%), masks in stores (41%) and limiting 
the number of customers in stores (39%).

After this customers rated contactless card payments (25%), 
Perspex screens between counters (24%), social distancing 
signs (22%) and self-service checkout tills (14%) as being 
the most important.

Customer views on the most important systems and processes being 
implemented by retailers to protect customer health
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Which health protection measures do 
customers more appreciate in stores?



Our report found that not only are customers visiting stores less, but 
when they do visit stores they are less willing to queue, even 
compared to before the pandemic. 

Outside of the Coronavirus outbreak: 

• 83% of customers state that they have avoided entering stores or 
have walked out of stores without buying anything because of 
queues and waits for service: 10% said they would do so “often”, 
38% said “sometimes’ and 35% said “rarely”. 

• GenZ and Millennial age groups were the most likely to avoid 
entering stores or walkout of stores without purchasing because of 
queues and waits for service.

• Higher household income groups were also more than twice as 
likely to be deterred by queuing and waits for service than those in 
lower income brackets. 

Outside of the Coronavirus outbreak, how often customers avoid entering or 
walkout out of stores without service because there is a wait to speak with a 
staff member or a queue to checkout

Overall By generation

By household income
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How did queues effect retail sales 
before Coronavirus?



During the Coronavirus outbreak: 

• Half (48%) of customers say they are even more likely than they 
were previously to avoid entering stores or to walkout of stores 
without buying because of queues and waits for service; 20% said 
they were much more likely and 28% said they were more likely. 

• Again, younger generations in the Millennial and GenZ age groups 
are 1.7 times more likely to avoid entering a store or to walkout 
without buying something during the Coronavirus outbreak 
because of queues. 

• Higher income households are also now 2-3 times more likely than 
other household income groups to be deterred by waits as a direct 
result of the Coronavirus outbreak.

• Women are also slightly more likely than men to walkout during 
the Coronavirus outbreak because of waits. 

These results demonstrate that even before the pandemic, queues 
and waits for service have been costing retailers significant potential 
revenue from some of their most valuable potential consumer 
groups; younger generations and higher household income groups 
have proven to be the least tolerant to long waits within stores. 
Unfortunately, the insights also show that during the Coronavirus 
outbreak retailers stand to lose even greater revenue opportunity 
from all their potential consumers, particularly these high value 
potential consumer groups. 

During the Coronavirus outbreak, are customers more likely to avoid entering a 
store or to walk away without service due to a wait time to speak with a staff 
member or a queue to enter the store?

Overall By generation

By household income By gender

Total: 48%
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How do wait lines effect retail sales 
during the Coronavirus outbreak?



To add to this challenge, our survey showed that not only 
do retailers stand to lose immediate revenue opportunity 
due to long waiting experiences, but they also lose out on 
future repeat visits and resulting revenues; 

• 61% of consumers agreed with the statement that “A 
long waiting experience would make me less likely to 
return to a retailer”. 21% strongly agreed and 35% 
somewhat agreed. 

• All generations were almost equally likely to agree with 
the statement.

• Again, and unfortunately for retailers whose stores are 
prone to queues, higher household incomes groups 
were 1.5 times more likely to agree that a waiting 
experience would deter them from returning to a store.

With wait times proving to severely impact immediate and 
long-term potential retail revenues, the second part of our 
survey focussed on finding a solution to these challenges.

Customer agreement with the statement: “A long waiting experience makes 
me/would make me less likely to return to a retailer.”

Overall By generation

By household income

57% 57%
64% 64%Total: 61%
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Do queues have a long-term impact on 
retailers?



To help retailers to understand how to improve their waiting experience 
to minimise the revenue and loyalty loss caused by queuing, we asked 
shoppers what most concerned them about queuing in the present 
period and found that health and lack of comfort are the biggest reasons 
consumers dislike queuing:

• Contracting Covid-19 was the top concern amongst 40% of 
consumers. The second most common concern (by 36% of shoppers) 
was waiting in poor weather conditions, such as rain or snow. After 
this came: lack of certainty and information (34%), lack of comfort 
(33%) and time wasted (28%).

• Boredom and lack of fair process are concerns for an average of 13% 
of people.

• Women seem to care slightly more about their comfort whereas men 
care more about not wasting time or getting bored.

• Baby Boomers are significantly more concerned with comfort and 
weather conditions and less concerned about boredom and feeling 
undervalued by the brand than Millennial and GenZ customers.

• Only 9% of shoppers said they had no concerns with queuing.

These insights suggest that many retailers could allay customer 
concerns by using virtual queuing and appointment booking solutions to 
offer a safer, more comfortable and informed waiting experience that 
doesn’t waste customer time.

What concerns customers most about waiting in queues to enter stores 
or to receive service?
Overall

By generation By gender
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Why is queueing such a big concern to 
customers?



Focusing in on one key insight from the previous page, it is very 
interesting to see that:

• Millennial and GenZ customers are 4.5 times more likely than 
Baby Boomers to feel undervalued by the brand as a result of the 
need to queue, with an undeniable correlation between younger 
age demographics and their increased likelihood of taking a 
queue personally.

• Higher household income groups are also 5 times more likely to 
take a queue as a reason to feel undervalued by the brand. Again, 
there’s an undeniable correlation between higher household 
income groups and greater likelihood of taking a queue 
personally.

The fact that these groups take queuing so much more personally 
(almost as an insult to them from the brand) suggests why they are 
both more likely to walkout of a store without making a purchase 
because of a queue and are also less likely to return to a store 
where they experienced a queue.

The fact that these valuable groups are so much more personally 
insulted by a need to queue shows that retailers need to work 
harder to minimise queues if they want to retain the long-term 
affection of these customer groups.

% of customers that take a queue as a reason to feel undervalued by the brand

By generation

By household income
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When asked how long shoppers are prepared to wait in different 
stores, our survey found that on average a fifth 21% of shoppers are 
only prepared to wait up to 3 minutes. 19% will wait between 3-7 
minutes and 19% will wait between 8 and 10 minutes. Only 12% of 
consumers will wait more than 11 minutes.

Overall this gave a mean average wait threshold of 9.25 minutes, 
with consumers are prepared to wait longest in essential store types 
such as grocery retail (10.79 mins) and pharmacy stores (9.92 mins), 
followed by estate agencies (9.89 mins), cycle stores (9.84 mins), 
mum/children/toy retail stores (9.77 mins), opticians/eyewear stores 
(9.6 mins) and travel agencies (9.54 mins), car dealerships (9.43 
mins) and luxury fashion/product stores (9.14 mins). 

Consumers are willing to wait the least amount of time in shoe stores 
(7.89 mins), book stores (8.08 mins), DIY stores (8.16 mins), 
electronics stores (8.23 mins), sportswear stores (8.24 mins), fashion 
apparel stores (8.31 mins), homeware stores (8.36 mins) and 
jewellery stores (8.37 mins).

How long customers are prepared to queue for service:

Responses 
(ordered by mean wait time)

Mean wait time
(ordered from highest to lowest)
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Graph: How 
long customers 
are prepared 
to queue for 
service

How long are customers prepared to 
wait in line?



Interestingly, despite saying they were more likely to avoid 
entering stores and to walkout of store without buying 
anything because of a long wait for service, both Millennial 
and GenZ consumers and those from the higher household 
income brackets cited a higher mean wait time that they 
were prepared to wait across the different types of retailers.

This suggests that though they are less tolerant of longer 
waits, they are slightly more patient and have a higher 
threshold before their tolerance breaks. Fortunately this 
gives retailers a slightly longer chance to offer them a better 
waiting experience that retains them.

How long customers are prepared to queue for service: mean wait time

By generation

By household income
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Across all industries, younger consumers are prepared to wait slightly 
longer in queues than their older counterparts. GenZ consumers are 
prepared to wait for longer in queues at grocery stores, pharmacies, 
opticians, luxury fashion stores, travel agencies, jewellery and estate 
agencies.

Baby Boomers are more likely to wait for longer at grocery stores, 
shopping malls, travels agencies and cycle stores.

Mean wait time customers are prepared to queue for service
By generation By household income

Interestingly, those from higher income households were prepared to wait 
longer than those from lower income households. Higher earners were 
prepared to wait between 13 and 15 minutes, compared to just 8 and 10 
minutes in the lower household income groups.

Consumers from higher income households were prepared to wait the longest 
at lingerie, jewellery, luxury/fashion, sportswear, phone, real estate, make-
up/skincare and department stores.
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The second half of our survey then focussed on understanding how 
Retail Choreography software solutions being implemented by 
many retailers in present times could help to counter the customer 
health and experience challenges posed by the pandemic to drive 
more footfall to stores and retain customers once inside. 

We surveyed consumers on the usefulness and benefits of: 

• Host managed waiting experiences – hosts that greet customers 
entering a store and use tablets to give them queue and wait time 
information.

• Virtual queuing systems – that enable customers to join a virtual 
queue via their mobile phones or a host with a tablet and to 
receive SMS and smartphone updates while they wait for service.

• In-store appointments – that enable customers to schedule times 
to visit stores and to receive service.

• Virtual appointments – that enable customers to schedule time 
to speak with a brand representative online from the comfort of 
their own home. 

• Contactless online order collection experiences – that enable 
customers to collect orders placed online from outside of the 
store.
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Understanding what customers think of 5 different 
tools used to choreograph their experience



For context on the next section: 

Just like a dance choreographer constructs powerful and 
captivating dance routines through carefully planning and 
controlling the movement of their dancers across novel and 
exciting stage environments…

Retail Choreography software solutions enable retailers to 
construct captivating omni-channel retail offerings, through 
better planning and controlling or “choreographing” their 
customers and brand representatives to ensure seamless 
customer flow and powerful brand interactions.

Retail Choreography solutions focus on helping retailers to 
achieve this through holistically managing their customer 
experience, operations and data.

The Qudini Retail Choreography solutions that are focussed on 
within this survey include:

Virtual Queuing Systems
To manage store capacity and to 
enable customers to queue virtually 
using their phone or through a host 
with a tablet.

Appointment Scheduling Software
To enable customers to schedule 
store visits and in-person service or 
virtual service 24/7 from any 
channel.

Contactless Order Pickup Check-in
To enable customers with online orders to 
check-in when they arrive at store so that 
store teams bring their order to them 
outside of the store.
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What are Retail Choreography 
Software solutions?



On average across different types of stores, customers rated 
the usefulness of these different Retail Choreography 
solutions in the following order:

Millennial and GenZ customers

1. Contactless collection services
2. Host managed waiting experiences
3. Virtual queuing systems
4. In-store appointments
5. Virtual appointments 

Baby Boomers

1. In-store appointments
2. Host managed waiting experiences
3. Virtual queuing systems
4. Contactless collection services
5. Virtual appointments 

Millennial and GenZ customers were on average 1.7 times 
more likely to rate the solutions as useful compared to Baby 
Boomers. 

Millennial and GenZ vs Baby Boomers; average response to which 
types of stores they would find each solution useful within
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Which Retail Choreography tools are 
shoppers interested in and to what extent?



Our survey found that, during and likely beyond the pandemic, customers 
would find all the Retail Choreography solutions in question useful within 
every type of retail store. The priority and extent to which each solution 
was found useful varied based on the type of retail store, for example: 

• Grocery stores, shopping malls, fashion stores and shoe stores would 
most benefit by using virtual queuing software, followed by contactless 
collection services and then by appointments.

• Pharmacies, luxury stores and mum/children/toy stores would most 
benefit from store appointments, followed by virtual queuing software, 
followed by contactless collection and then virtual appointments.

• Jewellery, lingerie, electronics, department, pet, sportswear, health food 
and cycle stores would most benefit from offering contactless 
collection, followed by in-store appointments, followed by virtual 
queuing software and then virtual appointments.

• DIY, makeup and skincare, shoe, phone, homeware, book and garden 
centre stores would benefit most by offering contactless collection 
followed by virtual queuing software, then in-store appointments and 
virtual appointments.

• For stores with higher priced items (also those which have a wider 
appeal with older generations) including car dealerships, travel stores, 
opticians, estate agencies, banks and building societies, customers 
would like to find in-store appointments, followed by virtual 
appointments, then followed by virtual queuing, and lastly contactless 
collections.

Average Millennial/GenZ rated usefulness of each solution by type of store
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Which solutions in which stores? 



The survey responses also indicate that any retailers who use any of these five 
solutions to choreograph their customers’ experience stand to gain significantly 
through improved revenues and brand relationships across channels. This is 
particularly prevalent amongst Millennial and GenZ customers where an average 
of 77% state that the solutions would positively impact their interactions with 
retailers in one or more of the following ways:

• 17% would be more likely to buy something in-store and 17% would also be 
more likely to shop with the retailer online – indicating that using digital tools to 
choreograph their customers’ experience will enable any retailer to increase 
their overall omni-channel revenues.

• 22% would be more likely to visit the retailer in the first place – showing all the 
solutions can help retailers to drive and retain store footfall.

• 25% would feel safer and happier and 22% would think better of the retailer –
demonstrating that all the solutions can help brands to improve their 
relationships and relevance amongst younger customers.

• 22% would be more likely to buy something online – indicating that using tools 
to better choreograph their customers’ experience would enable a retailer to 
acquire and increase conversion of customer across channels.

• 19% would be more likely to choose the retailer over their competitors –
demonstrating that Retail Choreography solutions can hugely help brands to 
improve their brand relevance and to win out against competitors.

• 20% would be more likely to tell their friends about the retailer – indicating that 
all the solutions can help retailers to improve customer advocacy amongst 
almost a fifth of their customers.

Average Millennial and GenZ stated benefits across the five 
Retail Choreography solutions in question
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What impact would using solutions have on 
customer spend, advocacy and loyalty?



When viewing all generational responses as to how they felt each individual 
Retail Choreography solution would positively impact their interaction with a 
retailer:

• Customers were all equally likely to be driven to purchase in-store as a result 
of a retailer’s use of in-store appointments, virtual queuing and a host 
managed waiting experience (the same question was not asked for 
contactless collections and virtual appointments).

• Shoppers state that all solutions would increase their likelihood of purchasing 
with a retailer online, with contactless collections coming out on top and all
other solutions equally impacting customer propensity to shop with the 
retailer online for 11%-12% of customers.

• Shoppers would be most likely to visit a retailer and have an improved overall 
perception if the retailer had a host managed waiting experience, followed 
by contactless collection, then in-store appointments, then virtual queuing 
and then virtual appointments.

• Shoppers felt that they would feel safer and happier with all solutions in the 
order of: contactless collections, store appointments, a host managed waiting 
experience, virtual queuing and then virtual appointments.

• Shoppers would be more likely to choose a retailer over their competitors as 
a result of them offering contactless collections and store appointments, 
followed very closely by a virtual queuing system or a host managed waiting 
experience and, thereafter, virtual appointments. 

These insights indicate that every retailer could significantly improve their 
revenues and brand relationships by using digital tools to choreograph their 
customer experience during the pandemic and even beyond.

Overall benefits across each of the five Retail 
Choreography solutions in question

Not asked for contactless collection and virtual appointments
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Overall, younger generations are 1.7 times (39%) more likely than Baby Boomers 
to find it useful if retailers use digital tools to choreograph their experience. 
Comparing how these five different systems positively impact the behaviours of 
Millennial and GenZ customers versus Baby Boomers shows that:

• Retail Choreography tools are 1.5 times more likely to have a positive impact on 
GenZ and Millennial customer behaviours with a brand, with 77% of GenZ and 
Millennial and 50% of Baby Boomer customers reporting at least one positive 
benefit of using the system.

• GenZ and Millennial customers are just slightly (on average 19%) more likely 
than Baby Boomers to build a more positive relationship with a brand due to 
the Retail Choreography tools to making them more likely to: feel safer and 
happier, think better of the retailer, visit the retailer in the first place and choose 
the retailer over competitors.

• However, most importantly, Millennial and GenZ customers are on average 
twice more likely to be driven to both immediate and long-term sales across a 
retailer’s channels as a result of the better experience created by these Retail 
Choreography tools. They are 2 times more likely to shop in-store and 2.4 times 
more likely to shop online.

All this confirms what we all instinctively know to be true – Millennial and GenZ
customers want retailers to use digital tools to improve their experience, and they 
are willing to pay more and engage more for the privilege. 

With these younger generations ever increasing in spending power, these insights 
suggest that retailers who use such digital tools to choreograph and improve their 
customers’ experience stand to win through greater immediate and long-term 
revenue generation and increased customer retention, acquisition and advocacy.

Millennial and GenZ versus Baby Boomer stated benefits 
across the five Retail Choreography solutions in question
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To further add to the business case for using Retail Choreography solutions to 
improve customer management and experience during and beyond the 
pandemic: 

Our survey also showed that, on average, 21% of those from higher income 
households were more likely to make an in-store purchase and 19% were 
more likely to shop with the retailer online as a result of a retailer’s use of the 
five Retail Choreography solutions. They are 1.6 times more likely to make a 
purchase in-store or online than those in the lower income tiers.

Overall, this survey shows that a long wait time is more likely to drive younger 
generations and those from higher household income groups to walk out of 
stores without buying anything and to not return to store. Retail Choreography 
tools offer a powerful antidote, as these same demographics are also the most 
likely to be driven to purchase in-store and online across a retailer’s channels, 
and the most likely to return again, as a result of a retailer’s use of digital tools 
to choreograph their experience.

Household income stated benefits across the five Retail 
Choreography solutions in question
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When asked why customers would find virtual queuing and appointment 
booking software useful within retail stores during the pandemic, it was 
clear that most customers felt the solutions could alleviate their health 
concerns. 

The second most cited benefit was the ability to save time and to be more 
efficient, demonstrating that it is important for retailers to value their 
consumers time during every interaction. Time appears to be slightly more 
important to Millennial and GenZ customers and, to all age groups, is even 
more important than enjoyment and better service.

For virtual queuing, the system’s ability to protect customers during poor 
weather conditions was voted as the third most attractive benefit 
(particularly by Baby Boomers), indicating that the greatest need for the 
tool is during the autumn, winter and spring months ahead. The ability to 
stay informed about wait times and to ensure a fair process were also 
popular benefits. 

Fairness was also cited as the third biggest benefit of appointment 
scheduling software. For higher household income groups, the greater 
fairness offered by an appointment scheduling tool is incredibly important 
to them and is as important as the ability to use their time productively. 

Overall shopper stated benefits of virtual queuing software

Overall shopper stated benefits of appointment booking software
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Looking at how retailers can solve their customer retention challenges caused 
by long waits (that have been escalated during the Coronavirus pandemic), 
we found that:

When engaging with retailers that have waits for service, 76% of customers 
saw benefits in a host managed waiting experience (84% of Baby Boomers 
and 70% of Millennial and GenZ customers) and 62% of customers saw 
benefit in using a virtual queuing system that enabled them to join the queue 
by host or their phone and to receive text message updates about their wait 
by phone (44% of Baby Boomers and 70% of Millennial and GenZ
customers).

Interestingly, Baby Boomers were twice as likely to see a benefit in having 
their wait managed through a host with a tablet than they were through the 
concept of using a virtual queuing system from their phone, whereas 
Millennial and GenZ customers were equally likely to see benefit in both.

These insights suggest that retailers wanting to strengthen their Baby 
Boomer relationships should look to deploy a host with a tablet to manage 
customers in busy periods, whereas more self-service smartphone options 
and sending customers phone updates about their wait can be used to 
manage Millennial and GenZ customers. In practice, through our work with 
global retailers at Qudini, we’ve found that a host is appreciated heavily by 
both demographics and can be useful for educating customers on the virtual 
queuing capability at the early stages of deployment. While both age groups 
do equally appreciate self-service options to queue once educated on the 
process, younger generations are more willing to provide their mobile number 
to receive text message updates, while Baby Boomers would prefer to wait 
nearby.

Millennial and GenZ customers vs Baby Boomers seeing 
benefit in a host with a tablet managed waiting 
experience vs. virtual queuing option
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Part 2

Best practice 
tips for 
implementing 
these solutions, 
based on survey 
responses



Next we wanted to understand how long a wait needed to be before 
customers would want to join the virtual queue by a host versus from 
their own mobile phone:

• Overall, customers considered anywhere between a 3-15 minute wait
an appropriate length of time before either method was useful.

• The overall mean wait time for a host with a tablet managed waiting 
experience to be useful was 8.54 minutes, compared to 9.50 minutes 
for a virtual queue through mobile phones (one minute more).

• Baby Boomers are less patient than the overall mean and would find 
a virtual queuing system at a lower mean wait time of 7.6 minutes by 
host and 8 minutes by phone as an appropriate time before a virtual 
queue was introduced. Millennial and GenZ consumers saw a mean 
wait time of 9 minutes by host and 10.7 minutes for joining the queue 
by phone as appropriate. This mirrors our earlier insights into how 
long the different demographics are prepared to wait in different 
stores before walking out without service.

Overall response to how long the wait would need to be 
before joining the queue by host or by phone would be useful

Mean wait times for how long the wait would need to be before 
joining the queue by host or by phone would be useful

Average mean 
wait times:

• Join by Host: 
8.54

• Join by Phone: 
9.50
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How long does the wait need to be before 
enabling customers to join the virtual queue 
by phone or by host?



To help our clients to understand how to best deploy our Retail Choreography 
solutions to maximise upon these significant benefits, we next wanted to 
understand how customers would most like to engage with options to queue 
virtually or to check-in for a contactless collection and found that: 

For virtual queuing systems: 

• Consumers were most likely to join the queue by texting an SMS code 
(47%), followed by through a host with a tablet (46%). Interestingly, 
consumers were only slightly less likely to want to join a queue by a self-
service tablet kiosk (43%) or a QR code (45%).

• Half of customers (48%) said they were willing to give their mobile number 
purely to receive updates about their queue position, while a quarter (27%) 
said they would opt into marketing messaging.

• Baby Boomers are slightly more likely to join the queue via host or by SMS 
code than they are by QR code or a self-service tablet kiosk, whereas 
Millennial and GenZ consumers are equally likely to use all methods and are, 
interestingly, slightly more likely to use their phone or a self-service kiosk 
over a host. Younger generations are 22% more likely to give their mobile 
number purely to receive updates about their wait time and 35% more likely 
to opt into marketing messaging.

• Higher household income groups are slightly more interested in joining the 
virtual queue across all methods. They are also more willing to provide their 
phone number to receive SMS updates about their queue position (at 59% 
compared with 46% in the lowest income groups) and, most interestingly, to 
opt-in to marketing messages at 48% (almost double that of lower income 
households).

Which methods would customers be most likely to join the 
queue using and would they provide their contact details

Overall

By generation By household income
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For appointment scheduling software:

• Consumers were most likely to schedule an appointment online (58%), 
followed by through the retailer’s app (56%) and via text message 
(55%). Other common channels included calling a store (50%), booking 
via a central app (47%), and through the call center (43%). 

• Half of customers (55%) said they were willing to give their mobile 
number purely to receive updates about their appointment. We found it 
interesting that this was equal to the 54% that said they would provide 
their email address for the same reason (our assumption had been that 
consumers would be more willing to provide email address over phone 
number).

• GenZ and Millennial consumers are noticeably more likely to schedule an 
appointment via all different channels than Baby Boomers. This 
difference is most noticeable when looking at younger consumers’ 
eagerness to use apps and QR codes compared to Baby Boomers.

• Higher household income groups are noticeably more interested in 
scheduling appointments across all methods. 66% are also willing to 
provide their phone number purely to receive text message updates 
about their appointment, and 67% are willing to provide their mobile 
number to receive marketing messages.

Which methods would customers be most likely to schedule 
an appointment
Overall

By generation By household income
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For contactless collections: 

• On average, across all generations, customers were the most likely to 
check-in to alert the store they have arrived to collect their order: by 
texting an SMS code (26%) and by using a link in their order confirmation 
email (24%). 

• They were second most likely to check-in from a self-service tablet kiosk 
(19%) or a QR code (19%). 

• Whereas checking in through a store host with a tablet or a self-service 
desk was least preferred, perhaps because it defeated the point of being 
able to conduct a contactless collection from outside of the store.

• However, when broken down by generation, Millennial and GenZ
customers are equally as interested in checking in via self-service tablet 
kiosks and QR codes as they are by SMS codes and using their order 
confirmation emails. Overall they are more interested in using all check-in 
methods with the biggest difference being that they are 2.4 to 3 times 
more likely to check-in using a QR code or via a self-service tablet kiosk.

• Baby Boomers are twice as likely to choose to check-in via SMS codes or 
their order confirmation emails than they are by QR codes or self-service 
tablets.

Which methods would customers be most likely to check-in to 
collect their online orders

Overall

By generation
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Conclusion
Six months after Covid-19 caused the UK, and the world, to go into 
lockdown, and the majority (64%) of consumers are still avoiding stores, 
however, there is still significant opportunity to attract and retain these 
consumers by offering safe, engaging and efficient customer experiences.

According to our survey, health concerns are the main reasons stopping 
consumers from visiting stores, followed by increased use of online 
shopping and financial concerns.

As a result of the pandemic, consumers are less willing to queue to enter 
stores or receive service, and more likely to walkout without making a 
purchase. This is particularly true of Millennial and GenZ consumers, those 
from higher income households and female consumers – which is 
worrying as these consumers are often the highest spending. 

With two major customer shopping concerns being getting too close to 
others and queuing, to minimise revenue loss retailers should use digital 
tools to better manage their customer flow and experience. This is 
particularly key to attracting and engaging Millennial and GenZ and higher 
household income consumers, who are even the most likely to purchase 
in-store and online in return for the privilege.

Our survey shows that retailers can significantly improve sales and brand 
relationships across channels if they deploy Retail Choreography software 
solutions to better manage their customers experience with: in-store 
appointment booking, contactless collection services, host managed 
waiting experiences, virtual queuing systems and virtual appointments.
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Virtual Queuing System
To manage store occupancy and to 
enable customers to queue virtually 
using their phone or through a host 
with a tablet.

Appointment Scheduling Software
To enable customers to schedule 
store visits and in-person service or 
virtual service 24/7 from any 
channel.

Contactless Order Pickup Check-in
To enable customers with online orders to 
check-in when they arrive at store so that 
store teams bring their order to them 
outside of the store.

Qudini’s Retail Choreography solutions


